Transport Steering Group - Sept’18

Proposals to deliver the Councils’ strategic ambitions for active transport

1. Purpose of this report
This is a report from the Exeter Cycling Campaign for the September 2018 Transport Steering
Group. The recommendations presented will help deliver the City Council’s strategic goal of
becoming a leading active city and the County Council’s strategic goals of managing congestion and
increasing transport capacity1.
These recommendations enable the Transport Steering Group to fulfil its terms of reference to
‘coordinate transport activities; form a collective view on transport matters; advise on transport
policy and help devise an intervention plan’.
Exeter Cycling Campaign is pleased to work together with the region’s local authorities and other
key stakeholders to realise a vision for connected mobility that will deliver a healthier, safer and
more prosperous city.

2. Recommendations
1.

Request that DCC Transport team and ECC Officers develop an Exeter LCWIP and develop a
plan for a dense cycle network for 2030. This plan to be completed by Jan’19 for delivery by
2030.

2.

DCC to conclude the review of the Campaign’s ‘Living Streets’ modal filter recommendations
and draw up an implementation plan for presentation to the Jan’19 Transport Steering Group
and Exeter HaTOC.

3.

Transport Steering Group to propose that the Sport England delivery pilot consider
implementing the modal filter proposals from the Exeter Cycling Campaign’s Living Streets
report.

4.

ECC to produce development briefs for sustainable transport/mobility (with SPD status) for
new development areas that applicant developers must adhere to.
ECC to identify car-free or low-car-use development areas.

5.

ECC to report on unspent S106 monies and the opportunity to direct this into city
infrastructure funding. Confirm the process for ensuring planning Conditions are correctly
discharged.

6.

Devon County to commit to reviewing future proposals from the Exeter Cycling Campaign of
barriers to cycling and solutions to overcome these barriers.

7.

Devon County to commit to a timescale for deliver an additional layer to the County mapping
system to capture citizens’ locations where there is dangerous or poor highway design which
inhibits cycling.

8.

Devon County to propose how professional development for highway engineers can be
enhanced to ensure exemplary infrastructure is delivered.

1

Taken from DCC SUMP Mobility Plan workshop. December 2017
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3. Strategic Context
Exeter is a lovely city, and ranks highly on many measures as an attractive place to live, work and do
business in. The city is growing at an unprecedented rate: creating many opportunities for
enhancing the appeal of the city and growing its economy.
However, on many measures, such as congestion, pollution and inactivity, we are currently missing
this generational opportunity to improve our city for the coming decades. Our scale of vision,
ambition and speed of delivery falls short of the challenges we face.
We need to get this right for not only Exeter but for the whole of the County which uses Exeter as its
hub for work, leisure and business.
The solutions to these challenges are not mysterious, nor are they beyond reach. Other cities are
embracing these opportunities and there is solid research evidence of what does and doesn’t work.
Our city’s sustainable growth can be delivered only by enabling significant numbers of people to
choose cycling and walking as their normal mode of travel. This is achieved by making it safe to
cycle: building protected cycle paths on busy roads, reducing traffic in residential areas and opening
up parks and paths across the city. Delivering this will build a healthy population, a thriving
economy, ease congestion and tackle pollution.

4. Proposals
The Exeter Cycling Campaign has eight recommendations to help deliver the Councils’ strategic
goals of making the city the most active in the south west, reduce congestion, continue to grow
sustainably and double cycle commuter numbers2.

4.1

Build a strategic plan
The County and City need to develop a joint ten year plan for how our cycling infrastructure
will be delivered as our city grows.
LCWIP
In 2017 the government issued its Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy (CWIS). This
asked local authorities to build a Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP). The
likelihood is that any release of central government monies to a local authority will be
predicated upon evidence of an LCWIP . This guidance was issued 18 months ago. We
urgently need to develop an Exeter LCWIP so that we are positioned to bid for central
government money in the future.
2030 Network Plan

2

Devon County’s declared goal in the 2015 Multi-use Trail Strategy is to double cycling commuter rates from the 2011
census to 12% by the 2121 census
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A strategic plan is needed to lay out what the cycling network will look like in the next decade.
Such a strategic plan is vital to sensibly permit new building development in a way that
ensures development fits into and enhances the cycle/walking network.
This plan needs to be for dense  network
of paths across the city. The Exeter
Cycling Campaign has assisted here:
we’ve mobilised citizens from across the
city to build an example 2030 Network
Plan showing what the city’s dense cycle
network might look like in 2030.
This dense cycle network needs to
include the city parks too. Our parks are currently under-used as corridors for safe cycling
(e.g. there is no cycle route through Mincinglake Park or through the green space to the west
of Exwick cemetery).
A proper strategy means work that takes a long time can be properly scheduled. For example,
implementation measures to deliver the E4 part of Union Road (an important but technically
difficult section) need to be actioned now to start gradually freeing up space to allow the cycle
path to be built.
The 2015 Multi-Use Trail Strategy
The current extant strategy that Devon County is using is the 2015 Multi-Use Trail Strategy.
This modest plan (severely paired back from its original iteration) contains some cross city
strategic cycle routes. Whilst representing the start of a city-wide network it falls short of the
strategic plan for a dense network that is needed to achieve its stated goal of doubling cycle
commuting rates. Furthermore, the speed of implementing this strategy needs to be
accelerated. Housing development and car-transport volumes are growing faster than our
delivery of sustainable transport links.
Recommendation 1:
Request that the DCC Transport team and ECC Officers develop an Exeter LCWIP with a
dense cycle network which includes both city highways and parks. This plan to be
completed by Jan’19 for delivery by 2030.
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4.2

Stop the rat running
Rat-running in residential areas blights
neighbourhoods - making these areas hostile
places to be. By allowing rat-running we are
putting the needs of local residents for safe,
pleasant places to live second to those of a few
people seeking to short-cut their car journeys.
The solution that forward-thinking towns and
cities are embracing is to introduce ‘modal
filtering’ interventions. These are simple ways
of ‘filtering out’ (with signs, bollards, streets
design) in residential areas unwanted modes of transport (like lorries and private cars) whilst
allowing and designing for modes we do want to enable (walking and cycling and public
transport). These are often not expensive interventions.
In 2017 the Exeter Cycling Campaign (at the invitation of the DCC Transport team) lead a
community initiative to gather proposals from across the city where such modal filtering
solutions could be implemented.
These were presented to DCC in
January 2018. Our proposals include
over 70 locations where, through modal
filtering interventions, we can rebuild
neighbourliness into residential areas
and create ‘living streets’. The Campaign
proposals presented an area-wide
solution for
Heavitree/Whipton/Newtown that
envisages this part of the city as being
free of rat-running. This proposal has
already been presented to the
Heavitree and Newtown community
associations and received positively.
Reducing this through-traffic in residential areas creates the conditions for people to choose
to cycle for everyday journeys.
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These proposals seem an obvious candidate for
the Sport England local delivery pilot. Indeed
James Brogue has confirmed that the
Campaign’s aims aligns closely with the Sport
England pilot’s aims.
We request that Exeter City consider proposing
that this delivery pilot be invited to review
these modal filtering interventions, with a view
to implementing some of them.

Recommendation 2:
DCC to conclude the review of the Campaign’s ‘Living Streets’ modal filter
recommendations and draw up an implementation plan for presentation to the Jan’19
Transport Steering Group and Exeter HaTOC.
Recommendation 3:
Transport Steering Group to propose that the Sport England delivery pilot consider
implementing the modal filter proposals from the Exeter Cycling Campaign’s Living Streets
report.

4.3 Get the planning system working properly
The planning process is currently not serving the city well, especially in terms of ensuring new
development builds proper networks for people to walk and cycle.
Frequently the Campaign reviews planning applications and finds that the MasterPlan for the
area has been ignored, Councils’ policies and national planning policy (NPPF) have been
disregarded and the road network built ahead of the development has prioritised car-driving
rather than other forms of transport. As an example of how the planning system is failing the
city the Campaign offers the following example where plans to deliver bridges and path
connections have not been delivered, leaving S106 monies possibly unspent.

Fig: Excerpt from Pinn Brook development plan
showing links to bridges and cycle paths The
Planning Condition for an implementation of the foot and cycle network was seemingly discharged in 2012 but there
appears no evidence of delivery on the ground.
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As a result of these weaknesses in our planning processes transport links to and through new
housing developments fall short and make it difficult, inconvenient and unsafe to cycle.
If we really are serious about achieving a significant shift to more people cycle commuting
then our capital investment allocation and transport planning needs to be focused on
achieving this goal. The 2015 Multi-use Trail Strategy’s (paired back) goal was to achieve a
12% cycle modal share. The Propensity to Cycle tool suggests a modal share of 20-30% is
achievable. These modal share figures should be informing the %age of capital and revenue
transport spend in the county.
Recommendation 4:
ECC to produce development briefs for sustainable transport/mobility (with SPD status) for
new development areas that applicant developers must adhere to. Ensure these
development briefs are part of a city-wide strategic plan.
ECC to identify car-free or low-car-use development areas.
Recommendation 5:
ECC to report on unspent S106 monies and confirm the process for ensuring planning
Conditions are discharged correctly.

4.4 Fix the small things that are currently hindering safe cycling
Citizens who use the road network
daily for cycling regularly experience
barriers that make it less safe or
inconvenient to travel. Members of
the Exeter Cycling Campaign have
begun to document these locations
where, for very little capital
investment, the road network can be
made safer and more permeable for
people cycling.
A mapping layer on the Devon County web site which will allow citizens to highlight barriers
to cycling, dangerous locations and proposals to solve these issues has been long-promised.
This work should be expedited and delivered soon.
Recommendation 6:
Devon County commit to future reviewing proposals from the Exeter Cycling Campaign of
barriers to cycling.
Recommendation 7:
Devon County deliver the additional layer to the County mapping system to capture
citizens’ locations where there is dangerous or poor highway design which inhibits cycling
and solutions to solve these issues.
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4.5 Get the design right
There are recognised good-practice standards for the design of cycling infrastructure. The
Campaign has been encouraged to see the delivery of some good cycling infrastructure in the
city. However, we are not yet seeing consistently good design in Exeter, with delivery too
often falling short of best practice standards. The Exeter Cycling Campaign would encourage
renewed investment in training / knowledge transfer for DCC highway engineers. Study
tours to visit examplar cities are available to build exposure to best practice design.
Fig: Recently delivered cycle path at the Pinhoe double
roundabouts. A sub-quality shared path which is ‘illegible’,
with no clear priority or direction.

Fig: Main foot/cycle path
to/from the new development
at Poltimore / Pinhoe wedge
has no side-road priority to
keep people safe. This is not
best practice.

Recommendation 8:
Devon County to propose how professional development for highway engineers can be
enhanced.

5. Conclusion
The challenges the city faces as it grows are significant. We are currently missing opportunities to
shape this growth in sustainable ways. We risk creating a city where congestion, pollution and
inactivity increases.
There are proven ways of addressing this - by enabling a significant number of people to shift from
their private cars to cycling. This is only achieved through investing in safe cycling infrastructure.
We need greater ambition, vision and urgency to shape this future so that our city and the greater
Exeter area continues to be a place where people want to come to live, work, study and do business.

Mike Walton & Will Page: Exeter Cycling Campaign August 2018
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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About the Exeter Cycling Campaign
The Exeter Cycling Campaign is a group of ~ 600 Exeter citizens committed to building a better city.
We recognise that the way we manage transport affects the health, well-being and economy of our
city.
The Campaign is not a group wanting favours for cyclists. We are citizens striving to help tackle the
congestion, pollution, inactivity and public realm challenges the city faces. From observing other
successful cities and learning from research we see that building safe, connected cycling
infrastructure, suitable for all ages and abilities, is the most effective way of addressing these
challenges. We are working for Exeter to be amongst the foremost cities in the UK in building an
active population, reducing congestion, tackling pollution and making our home attractive to
citizens, visitors, workers and businesses. This will benefit all citizens of Exeter and the greater
Exeter area.
We are committed to working positively with the Councils and making constructive proposals. Our
recent work includes our GESP response, a report on building Living Streets in residential areas, a
response to the draft Air Quality Action Plan and a draft 2030 Cycle Network Plan.

Background briefing

3

●

The cycling infrastructure that enables people of all ages and abilities to cycle safely is (i)
protected cycle paths on busy roads (ii) reduced traffic (not just reduced speed) on
residential roads (iii) safe junctions that allow cyclists to cross roads safely (iv) convenient
and connected routes across a city. ‘Paint on roads’ is not cycling infrastructure and does
not enable people to cycle safely.

●

Devon County has reported that “between 2005 and 2015 traffic levels were flat or fell on
nearly all routes”. A significant contributory factor to this will have been the investment
from 2005-2008 and subsequently in 2008-2011 in cycling infrastructure under the Cycle
Demonstration Town initiative. This investment saw cycling modal share double to the 6%
reported in the 2011 census. It would be complacent to believe that this growth in cycling
modal share will continue without the supporting investment in cycle infrastructure.

●

Experience from across the world shows that investment in schemes to protect and
prioritise people travelling by foot or bike is good for business. Retail business thrives and
employees of organisations have lower absenteeism rate. The commitment of over 200
Exeter organisations, including the city’s largest employers, to the Exeter Cycling Charter
demonstrates that business is supportive of measures to grow cycling.

●

Congestion is caused by the volume of traffic on roads. Congestion is not solved by making
roads wider (quite the contrary) nor is it solved by attempting to ‘make traffic flow better’
(e.g. by sequencing traffic lights). London originally explored this but learnt that this
provided no solution3.

Campaign for Better Transport 2011 report “Every Journey Matters? Does smoothing traffic flow work
for everyone?”
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●

The challenge the city faces is to reduce congestion. Investment therefore needs to be in
enabling safe utility cycling. Investment in leisure routes is good for tourism, but will not
tackle the congestion challenges of the city.

●

The cost/benefits of building cities that put people ahead of cars is powerful. Society
currently subsidises car use but benefits from people cycling

